enriching scholarship
integrating teaching, information & technology

The Teaching & Technology Collaborative invites faculty to

a week-long series of free seminars, workshops, open houses, and demonstrations on the use of technology in teaching and learning.

collaborative learning
library resources
web technologies
graphics tools
discipline specific resources
curriculum integration issues

For more information and a registration packet contact
Susan Hollar at 936.8371 or email teachtec@umich.edu

For online information and registration
http://www.umich.edu/~teachtec/
Priority seating for faculty. Others accommodated as space allows.
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Integrating Information and Technology into the Curriculum
Web Search Engines
Scanning: A Beginner’s Guide
Web Activities for Foreign Language Instruction
Using the Digital Library
Photoshop Basics
PEAK: Searching Online Journals

Presentation Software Overview
The Basics of PowerPoint
CDWs in the Classroom
Library Services
Bibliographic Management Software: Getting Started with ProCite and EndNote
Multimedia Resources for Seucence Instruction
Multimedia Resources for Foreign Languages
The Power of Technology in Higher Education
LEXIS/NEXIS: Searching for Full Text Articles

Shooting Video: A Hands-On Workshop
Copyright: Its Impact on Educators
Molecular Visualization and Modeling Software Graphics for your Website
Copyright: How to Seek Permission
Electronic: ProCite
For Instructors: Intermediate PowerPoint
Web Databases Made Easy with the New FlashMaker
Web of Science: Using Citation Sources

HTML Editors Comparison
CDWs in the Classroom
Assessing Your Course
Creating Web Pages with Claris HomePage
Creating Web Pages with Netscape Composer
Creating Web Pages with Microsoft FrontPage
Mediaview: Finding Medical Articles
Congressional Compass: Finding Congressional Information
Enhancing Learning Through Collaboration
Web 101: What is a Web Framework?
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